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About This Game

What is it? Rat Arena is the battle of Humans and Artificial Intelligence.
Try to defeat my ai-rat in this battle in the arena!

Prove that people can be as good as machines!

Several battle arenas.

3 difficulty levels of Artificial Intelligence.

3 types of weapons

Check your agility and ingenuity.
Win an artificial intelligence in the rat arena.
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Title: Rat Arena
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
vadimalexepta
Publisher:
vadimalexepta
Release Date: 7 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card
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Video Review:
https://youtu.be/Fhascq77axQ

Insult comedy have been something I’ve loved for a long time ever since I saw a video of Don Rickles performing. It’s a guilty
pleasure but when done right it can be extremely funny. I love roasts, watching insult games, and more. So I was curious how
both Oh…Sir! Games would handle the topic, especially when insults aren’t exactly a direct competition.

Insult comedy is really hard to pull off. If you go in the wrong way, it’s just bullying. If you go the other way it’s just observation
humor, but when an insult comedy performs, you’ll find he can cut the target just enough to be pure comedy and that’s
brilliance.

So the question might be how does this work in the game. Well in both games you have characters, and sling insults back and
forth. You form insults from a list of parts of sentences, mostly focused on subjects, actions, and conjugations. So you can form
“Your Dad / looks like / your mom.” Of course, your target in the insult competition is also choosing from the same list. It’s easy
to fill out a simple insult but the strategy comes in trying to repeat phrases, target your opponent’s weakness or longer sentences.
The character weakness’ are particularly interesting, Marilyn Nomore gets particularly burnt harmed when you attack her age or
beauty.

The goal is to make a more cutting insult. You also have some personal insults from your character, and this is really the only
place the character’s personality comes in. The personal insults are funny and used quite often, but the core of each insult is the
general phrases.

I do love building the insults and laughing at what I come up with. It’s actually quite witty, and I can even make myself laugh. It
definitely would work better in a group or head to head than playing by yourself.

The downside though is that scoring is a bit of a variable, in in the sequel of the Hollywood Roast, where it shows how many
points each combo is, it’s a little vague on how it decides how good that phrase is. Still, the insults can be quite nasty and the
game systems are fun.

The other issue I have is that it takes a few playthroughs to unlock everything. While the game is relatively easy and takes less
than about an hour to beat, the game works best in smaller bursts. The character I really wanted (the Deadpool looking
“Wisecrack”) requires 3 playthroughs and by that point, I would be burnt out of the game.

Still, as a fan of Insult Comics, it’s entertaining, but I’m also aware that insult comedy isn’t exactly a mainstream thing, and if
you aren’t a fan of that type of comedy you’ll probably want to miss this one. This is for the type of person who like Cards
Against Humanity for its raunchiness.

I also would give the Hollywood Roast a bump because the characters are more interesting and that’s what got me more
interested in the insults.

If you want to read more and see a final score, you can see the full review with pictures and video at
https://kinglink-reviews.com/2019/04/06/an-indie-game-roundup/. You can also check out my Curator page at If you want to
hear more from me, you can show me that by following my curator at 
http://store.steampowered.com/curator/31803828-Kinglink-Reviews/. If you ripped the assets from The Culling and threw them
in some barebones Battle Royale template, you would get The Culling 2.

Looking for an improvement to the original formula? The one with 16 players on a small map, where melee combat was the
main attraction and you had to craft and sell items in order to get ahead? Where random events created chaos and made each
game different, and where traps were viable and dangerous? That great game where getting a gun was rare and exciting? Keep
looking because this game is just a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ ripoff of PUBG.
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As soon as I read that there were 50 players in The Culling 2, I knew things had gone horribly wrong. The trailer only showed
people gunning each other down except for one shot of a guy holding a fireaxe just to say "Hey, we still have melee!" Gone is
the classic (albeit flawed) random spawns and instead they copy-and-paste the helicopter + parachuting idea. The map is way
too big so I spent at least 10 minutes each match just running in a straight line, shooting my gun hoping someone would hear it
and come end my suffering. Games start with about 30 players because guess what? This game is dead on arrival, to the surprise
of no one. There are no vehicles, probably because they can't be bothered to code that in when they're only planning on taking
what money they make with this♥♥♥♥♥♥

When I first loaded the game and saw my character, I had the faintest glimmer of hope that maybe it wouldn't be as bad as it
looked. Maybe I could get over the changes and just accept the new Culling as it was. That feeling quickly fell away as I looked
through the character customization, the perks, the weapon skins, the emotes, the loot box area. It is PAINFULLY obvious that
there was almost no QA for this game and the fact that this isn't an Early Access game makes me think that these issues will
potentially never be patched. Even if they did, it wouldn't make this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game any better.

Female characters have the male's grunts when using emotes. That's just lazy as ♥♥♥♥ considering you can hear female grunts
when using melee weapons. As a male, the icon for one of the head customization is missing. How is that missed?
Swapping gender resets all clothes. This one got me: You have to pay in-game currency to have hair. By default, you are bald
until you open loot boxes. Why?

Thankfully, there are no loot box microtransactions (yet).

The perks are uninteresting except for a few that seem hilariously overpowered, though I haven't played enough games to test
them out. There's a perk to share whatever stim you use with teammates nearby, and one where if you aim at an enemy, it shows
you how far away they are. Compare that to a perk where you move 10% faster in water (there's one small river running through
the map) or one where you run a little faster when you're carrying a melee weapon.

When I went into the solo's lobby, I finally got to experience how atrocious the actual game is. First of all, this game is third
person, unlike the first person of The Culling. Your character is close to being in the middle of the screen, which just feels
awkward compared to being over the shoulder in other games like Fortnite. My character's body clipped through the parachute
she was wearing. The jumping was floaty as hell like I was playing a platformer. I can't comment on gunplay as I haven't played
PUBG, but the animations were off. When you jump, you hold your gun against your chest, but you can still shoot it normally at
where you're aiming. The bottom text tells you to reload if you're out of ammo. Aiming a gun puts you in first person mode for
some reason.

The melee is shoehorned in to give this game its name. In the lobby, you can perform the classic Culling moves of push, block,
and punch, but it just doesn't work as it used to. In the first Culling, they messed up the combat numerous times, but it always
felt useable and decent. Here, they just♥♥♥♥♥♥it out and called it a day. A staggered player is only staggered long enough to
do a light attack, the pushes sometimes get cancelled for no reason, power attack animations don't match their timing on the bar
at all, movement speed is the same whether punching, blocking, pushing, running forwards, sideways, or backwards. Worst of
all, there is no feedback on melee. I thought that it was just a lobby quirk, but I managed to kill a player with a fireaxe in a
match, and I had no idea I was even doing damage until he just dropped dead. If he was grunting on his game, I definitely didn't
hear it on mine, and he didn't stagger or appear hurt at all except for the small amounts of blood that show up for a split-second.
The ONLY reason I was able to get close to him was because I had a riot shield. Melee in a gun-centric game is hard to pull off
and can often be useless unless they have some insane movement abilities. Imagine Doomfist in Overwatch, except no mobility
and you have to avoid all bullets until you get close to them and slowly punch them to death. Also, The Culling 2 has a free look
button so good luck sneaking up on someone from behind.

The loot seems pretty screwy in places. I looted 4 houses in a row and didn't find a weapon until the 4th house, which had 2
weapons. The first house didn't have ANY loot at all and I had to double check to make sure I wasn't going crazy. I have no idea
if PUBG does that but that's ♥♥♥♥ing stupid. Walking into a building also zooms in your camera and reduces the FOV which
does not feel good at all. Unsurprisingly, none of this mattered because no one was nearby me and I proceeded to run to the
middle of the map without hearing or seeing a single person.

I could only handle three matches of this game before realizing I've pretty much seen everything this game has to offer. Not
worth $20 and I would not play even if it was free. Xaviant, you guys ♥♥♥♥ed up with the first Culling and you had a chance
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to redeem yourselves but instead you push out this♥♥♥♥♥♥ I feel bad for the members of Xaviant who worked on such a
special game years ago and are now forced to make this cashgrab by their superiors. I had hundreds of hours in the first game so
I can't be mad but this is just a huge disappointment.. Kvests, vienk\u0101r\u0161i kvests.. The last birdings tells a story of 2
children. A human girl named Tayo and a birdling girl named Bimona. In a world were both their species are sworn enemies,
where despite this both children (ignorant to the feuds between both species) forms a bond with one another that last through
out the years despite the odds stacked agaisnt eachother in their life.

The game is very bittersweet, some would say it is outright depressing and yet it is also very well written and has a lot of
emotional scenes. Our characters (especially our 2 MCs) are morally grey, flawed as they should be based on how they were
raised and their situation. We see just how much both girls mean to eachother, we see why they care so much about eachother
despite the odds stacked agaisnt them.

Admitedly the story is not very long, you can finish it in less than 5 hours (depending on your reading speed) but condering the
price I don't think it's much of a drawback.

I would definately recomend this game to anyone who wants a great story.. Good hentai visual novel at fair price, Just Buy this
so we can have NEKO-NIN 3.. Have an "and" or "but" and win!

Garbage.. ICY: Frostbite Editon is a neat little game. It is an interactive novel with lite RPG elements, adventuring and different
endings. I like the setting. A post-apocalyptic frozen world. I spent 8 hours in the game till I finished it and found one of the
possible endings. It was fun and engaging and there is plenty of replayability. Nice effort from these indie developers!
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This is an odd one since the gameplay is smooth, the graphics are nice, and the game gives off this nice eerie vibe that I like.
The main problem is that this game will auto shut down after like 10-30 minutes of gameplay. NO MATTER WHAT YOU DO.
This happened 3 times to me, and even though I really enjoyed what of the game i played, this glaring problem sort of ruined it
for me.. Simple, quick, fun and the added assist mode for those that maybe don't have that much pacience make the game a
really good experience. Maybe a bit too short and too expensive for what it is but great game no matter what.. Simply great. i
think this game needs some work. i really like the concept, being a cougar is fun and interesting and raising my cubs was
challenging. but the ui was just awful. and turning up my resolution made it much worse. the graphics could be better, but
overall not TOO bad. i can certainly live with it. the mini map is terrible and the game has some bugs. the AI is bad too. this
really does have potential to be a great and fun game, but it just seems unfinished atm. despite all the negatives, i do enjoy
playing it, but im not sure i can really recommend it to others.. Don't know what Paradox has against Iberian people, but with
two awfully innaccurate dlcs about the Iberian and Italian folk I can only assume they either don't care or hold contempt towards
both Iberians and Italians.

All and all this dlc is a disgrace in multiple fronts:
- It devalued the Mediterranean Portraits dlc by half that still misinforms the consumer about both the portraits ( that are now
only grey greeks ) and the region it incompasses.
- It misrepresents the Iberians as greyish light-brown people with the facial features of beady eyed romanticised versions of
persians. The iberian kings during medieval time were quite pale since they remained inside their holdings most of the time and
at most they would have a slight orange tan that was characteristic of the area.
- It gives the wrong headwear and garbs to several kings, dukes and counts including for some reason a garb with the symbol of
leon and castille to severral non-castille and non-leonese kings.
- It has the most ridiculous beards and hair that I have ever seen in the game that range from funny but beliveable to a disney
level of pointy evil beard clich\u00e9.

Now I mean no disrespect towards Paradox or to the creator of this dlc, for he or she did have quite a lot of work put into it, but
overall it just gives the feeling that no research was made and I hope that this portraits will be fixed soon but until then I can't
advise people to buy it.
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